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ABSTRACT  

 A three dimension multi zone model is established using commercial Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) 

code (Fluent 14.0) to predict the overall performance of a direct injection diesel engine operated with normal 

or synthetic air contaminated with different carbon dioxide concentration (a closed cycle diesel engine). In 

addition, the beneficial effect of replacing nitrogen gas with argon gas in different intake gas concentration 

under different engine load and equivalence ratios. The model was validated with experimental results using a 

single cylinder, air cooled diesel engine (Deutz FL-511), displacement  825  cm
3
,  8.3  HP  at  1500  RPM. 

The  numerical model runs are performed in normal air and in different intake gas contents of oxygen, argon, 

nitrogen, and carbon dioxide as described in table 1. The  results show that in-cylinder pressure will  increase 

when replacing nitrogen with argon, the ignition delay will  be decrease and The in-cylinder temperature will 

increase as the concentration of argon increase.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

Ar  argon fraction 

CA  crank angle,  degrees 
cp  specific heat at constant pressure, kJ kg  -1 K - 1 

F  droplet acceleration, m s-
2
 

H  mixture specific enthalpy, kJ kg  -1 

h  specific enthalpy, kJ kg  -1 

I  species internal energy, kW 

J  heat flux,  W m -3 

k  kinetic energy of turbulence 

Pr  Prandtl number 
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P  pressure in engine cylinder, bar 

Q  heat source term, kJ m -3 s -1 

R0  universal gas constant, kJ kg -1 mol-1 K  -1 

T  temperature, K 

t  time, s 

u  velocity vector, m s -1 

u' 
  turbulence intensity, 

W  molecular weight 

   dissipation rate of turbulence 

   density, kg m -3 

   viscous stress tensor 

   gas dynamic viscosity, N s m  -2 

λ  viscosity coefficients of turbulent field,  N s m - 2 Superscripts 

Ө  crank angle,  degrees 

c  chemical reaction spray  

s  Subscripts 

m  species m 

v  vapor 

k  particle k 

INTRODUCTION 

 The most efficient  mechanical  power  generator  among  all  other  types  of engines is the diesel  

engine. It  is  widely used as  a power source of land vehicles, commercial marine vessels, and 

stationary power plant [1-3]. There are many restricted fresh air supply areas, such as submarines. 

Mines, and caves, where fresh air is not available for combustion and operating such engines; So, 

synthetic air is the solution in these cases. As shown in Fig. 1, if the exhaust gas from a diesel engine is 

recycled with the carbon dioxide removed and oxygen added to  form a  synthetic atmosphere, the 

diesel engine can  become a closed cycle  system and function as an  air  independent power (AIP) 

source of underwater vehicles having a high overall efficiency, safety, and high reliability [4-7]. 

 
Figure 1: Operation principle of a closed cycle diesel system 

 

Several researchers have been studying a closed cycle  diesel engine (CCDE) and  how to raise its 

performance. G. A. Karime  [8] investigated experimentally the performance of compression ignition 

engine in nonconventional atmosphere. His study created out the addition of some gases, such as CO2 

or O2 or N2 to the intake fresh charge. He concluded that increasing CO2 has a strong effect on the delay 

period, drop in the output power. But, increasing O2 content in the intake charge improves the output 

power.A. Fowler [8, 9] developed a hybrid computer simulation for the individual components of the 

closed cycle diesel engine. The system was constructed and successfully operated. The concentration of 

CO2  in the synthetic air was not exceeding 2- 4% (by volume) to maintain the same intake properties 
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Figure 1.1: Operation principle of a closed cycle diesel system  
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as that of natural air. In  1983, Richard and Henry [9]   experimentally conduct a  closed cycle  diesel 

engine to  understand the influences of  the inert gases (nitrogen, argon, helium, and carbon dioxide) on  

the ignition process of the engine. The  result showed that taking helium and argon as inert gas would 

have better thermal efficiency because of higher specific heat ratio. J G Hawley et al [10-12] used a 4 

cylinder turbocharger diesel engine, after removing the turbocharger to allow the engine to operate 

naturally-aspirated. Replacing the inert N2 in air by CO2  his engine operated purely on (O2  / CO2) 

mixture, the engine was being operated with 50% CO2 (by volume). Other ignition trials were done, 

where the concentrations of CO2  up to 70% and that of O2 up to 30% (by volume) and the mixture was 

pre-heated to 150 ºC. Potter et al. [13] conducted an  experiment to proof the inter relationships 

between these subsystems  and  the  engine’s performance needed to be well understood and theoretical 

investigations for  a recycled non-air mixtures. moreover, as the carbon dioxide concentration of  the 

synthetic atmosphere became larger, the peak pressure and the area of the P–V diagram reduced; 

therefore, the indicated and brake powers decreased. 

In 1992, Zheng et al. [2, 14] presented a thermodynamic simulation model. Zhang and Cheng [15]  

developed another thermodynamic simulation model to investigate the performance of  such systems 

and to identify the effects of  the various system variables. They  found that by increasing the 

percentage of argon or the oxygen’s concentration in  the intake process, the indicated and brake power 

of the CCDE would be increased to those of a natural air-breathing engine. H W Wu and C T Shu [5] , 

developed the first CCDE in Taiwan. They studied the engine performance under transient and steady 

operating conditions. They found that the BSFC decreases as the electric load or the injection pressure 

increases, and also decreasing when using KOH as CO2 absorber rather than other absorbents [NaOH, 

Ca (OH)2]. The oscillation of O2 at a higher electric load is larger than at a lower electric load. Zhang et 

al. [15]  developed a program to  calculate the working process in the cylinder of internal combustion 

engine according to  the theory of  thermodynamics cycle  of  the internal combustion engine. He found 

that the content of carbon dioxide played an  important role  in the working process of closed cycle  

diesel engine. Since the engine’s combustion  process affected by the flow and temperature 

distributions in the cylinder, those  distributions have to  be  realized. However, after surveying the 

above papers, we  find  that numerical study of the flow and temperature distributions in  the cylinder 

for  a  CCDE were not  done before so that the research is motivated in  this paper. Therefore, the 

objective  of this paper is to  build up  a Computational Fluid  Dynamics (CFD) program to simulate 

and analyze performance and phenomena  of a CCDE and  study the effect of adding argon to the 

intake mixture. The CFD program is carried out  by using the ANSYS Fluent 14.0 code for a single 

cylinder direct injection diesel engine, modified for different intake gas contents concentration in the 

program adopting different proportions of  the oxygen, argon, and nitrogen under different engine 

loads. The in cylinder flow  and temperature field are  investigated for  different intake gas  contents. In 

addition, the numerical results are  compared with the experimental results of the operating engine. 

MODEL FORMULATION 

It is the fact that combustion flows phenomena in internal combustion engines are very complex, so this 

paper uses FLUENT 14.0.0 code for modeling fluid flow and heat transfer by solving the gas and liquid 

phase’s governing equations. The ANSY FLUENT package uses the finite element method [FEM]. The 

gas governing equations consist of mass, momentum, energy, species, ..etc. The numerical model was 

validated by comparing the result of the method chosen by an established experimental result of Nour et 

al.  [16, 17]. Regarding the boundary conditions, The CFD simulation of this paper was performed for 

the crank angle period starts after intake valve closure CA = 239°  with intake gas from intake port 
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trapped in the cylinder to exhaust valve open at CA = 468° as the engine specification that used in 

expermental work In order to simulate the real conditions of closed cycle diesel engine, we set the 

pressure at 1.5 bar and the temperature at 346 K initially. The equations governing gas phase are 

described as follows 

Modeling Turbulence 
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Where    represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients,    

is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy,    is fluctuating dilatation in 

compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate, ,    ,    , and     are constants.  k and  ε are 

the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε, respectively.          and          are user-defined source terms 

[18]. 

Heat Transfer Modeling 
The energy equation is: 

 

  
                                              

 

           

Where      is the effective conductivity,     is the turbulent thermal conductivity, and     is the diffusion 

flux of species j. The first three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3) represent an energy 

transfer due to conduction, species diffusion, and viscous dissipation, respectively.     includes the heat 

of chemical reaction. 

Combustion Modeling 
The conservation Equation is. 

 

  
                                                              

where    is the net rate of production of species i ,      is the rate of creation  by addition from the 

dispersed phase. The  reaction  rates  that  appear  as  source  terms  in  Equation  (4)  are  computed  by 

The Eddy-Dissipation-Concept (EDC) model which include detailed chemical mechanisms in turbulent 

flows [19]. It assumes that reaction occurs in small turbulent structures, called the fine scales[20].  The 

length fraction of the fine scales is modeled as: 

 
     

  

  
 
   

                                                                           

 The volume fraction of the fine scales is calculated as  
  

 Species are assumed to react in the fine 

structures over a time scale. 

      
 

 
 
   

                                                                               

Where    is volume fraction constant (2.1377), ν = kinematics viscosity, *  denotes the fine-

scale quantity, and     is a time scale constant equal 0.4082.  
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Modeling Engine Ignition 
Auto-ignition model is the most suitable one for simulating direct injection Diesel engine. The fuel is 

injected into a gas which is usually air, however, it can have a considerable amount of exhaust gas 

mixed in (or EGR) to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx). The ignition delay depends on the 

composition of the gas in the cylinder, the temperature of the gas and the turbulence level. The 

transport equation for an ignition species,     is given by: 

     

  
                 

 
 

   
                                                         

Where      is a “mass fraction” of a passive species representing radicals which form when the fuel in 

the domain breaks down.     is the turbulent Schmidt number. The term     is the source term for the 

ignition species. Ignition has occurred when the ignition species reaches a value of one in the domain. 

For the ignition delay model, Hardenburg and Hase correlation is used and is given by: 

     
          

  
        

 

  
 

 

      
   

    

      
 
  

                             

Where     is in seconds, C1 is 0.36, N is engine speed in revolutions per minute.    is the effective 

activation energy,     is the mean piston speed and ep is the pressure exponent. 

Modeling Discrete Phase 

The momentum exchange is given by: 

    
       

 
 
  

   
                                                        

 

Where   is the viscosity of the fluid,  
 
 is density, dp is diameter, up is velocity,     is mass flow rate of 

the particle, Re is a relative Reynolds number, u is the velocity of the fluid,    is drag coefficient,    is 

the time step,           other interaction forces 

The heat exchange is given by: 

       
      

                        
    

       
    

  
    

    

     

    

        

Where     
,      

is  mass of the particle on cell entry& exit (kg),    
is heat capacity (J/kg-K), 

      Is heat of paralysis as volatiles are evolved (J/kg),     
 is the temperature of the particle on cell 

entry (K),      
 is temperature of the particle on cell exit (K),      is reference temperature for enthalpy 

(K),         is latent heat at reference conditions (J/kg) 

Chemistry equation 
Consider that the diesel fuel      Is burned under an artificial atmosphere, including oxygen, 

nitrogen, and argon, so the combustion chemistry equation is: 

 

                                                              

Where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j and k are the mole fractions of the different species. In which argon is 

added to replace partial nitrogen.  

The equation of state 
The state relations are assumed to be an ideal gas mixture, and then the state equations are described by 
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Thermodynamic property of gas contents 

                  
 

 

                                                        

                   
 

 

                                                     

                                                                     

Where    is universal gas constant,    is molecular weight of species m,    , and     are the specific 

heat and specific enthalpy of species m, taken from JANAF [20]  tables. Moreover, spray combustion 

consists of complex thermo chemical processes involving many droplet systems in the hot reactive 

turbulent gaseous environments. The description of the spray systems requires the detailed 

characterization of the exchange of the mass, momentum,  and energy between the gases and the 

droplets. Droplet parcels are injected through the injectors with specified initial conditions of droplet 

position, size, velocity, and number of droplets in the parcels according to the size distribution, 

injection velocity, initial spray angle, liquid fuel temperature, and injected fuel rate at the injector 

nozzle exit. [21]. 

MESH GENERATION AND COMPUTATION 

A CFD code of Fluent for finite volume method has been utilized to solve the governing equations.  

The GAMBIT grid generator has been used to generate the engine model grid to simulate the real 

engine in-cylinder geometry. The quality of the mesh plays a major role in the accuracy and stability of 

the numerical computation. In fluent the grid must be drawn when the engine at top dead center. Then 

the gird moves to required starting position at the crank angle (239° CA), the engine grid consists of 

two zones. First, is the engine cylinder consists of hexagonal cells, second is the offset bowl consists of 

tetrahedral cells. The computational domain for the CFD calculation consists of about (174000) mixed 

type cells as shown in figure (2). 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Computational Domain. 

GRID INDEPENDENT STUDY 

After examining the results of in-cylinder pressure of 3 different mesh sizes we find the result of the 

case (3a) 0.1 cm mesh with (174000) mixed type cells was chosen in all cases on the basis of the 
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accuracy (see Fig. 3) and less CPU time. The computation time was about 25 and half hours of CPU 

time.  

 
 

Fig 3a: 0.1 cm mesh(174000) mixed type cells 
 

 
Fig 3b: 0.12 cm mesh(104000) mixed type cells 

 
Fig 3c: 0.15 cm mesh (58000) mixed type cells 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of different mesh sizes 

 

 
Figure 4:The comparison in-cylinder pressure of diffrent mesh 
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NUMERICAL VALIDATION 

A numerical validation was conducted in comparison to an experimental work results of Nour et al. [17, 

22, 23] under certain engine operating conditions to proof that the performed CFD simulation is correct 

and accurate. The validation is presented in a form of in-cylinder pressure during a crank angle period 

that starts after intake valve closure to exhaust valve opening. the following figures shows how closely 

matching the experimental to the simulated results under different conditions. 

 

Fig 5: The comparison  in-cylinder pressure between theoretical 

and experiment of full load with normal air. 

Figure (5) shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical pressure curves at engine 

speed of 1500 RPM running at full load condition with no carbon dioxide recycled. It is indicated that 

the simulated and measured inside cylinder pressure are matched closely, but only during   = 310–350 

have slight deviation (approximately 5 % as a maximum) due to the heat transfer loss actually in the 

experiment than it isn't taken into consideration in theoretical model because of its smaller value. The 

simulation has a higher maximum pressure than the measured value because the CFD simulation does 

not take into consideration the friction losses took place within engine cylinder.   
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Fig 6: The comparison in-cylinder pressure between theoretical  
and experimental of full load with 15% CO2 recycled. 

 

Figure (6) shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical inside cylinder pressure at 

engine speed of 1500 RPM running at full load condition with 15 % by mass of carbon dioxide 

recycled. It is indicated that the more carbon dioxide percentage recycled, the more decreasing engine 

inside cylinder pressure, lower engine power and the pressure curves are matching more closely.  

 

Fig 7:The comparison  in-cylinder pressure between theoretical. 

and experiment of full load with 25% CO2 recycled 
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 Figure (7) shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical pressure curves at engine 

speed of 1500 rpm running at full load with 25 % by mass of carbon dioxide recycled. It is indicated the 

same as before that more recycled gases more decreasing engine power to a limit that the combustion 

cannot takes place. This limit showed experimentally [17] and theoretically to be 25 % by mass of 

carbon dioxide . The previous figures (5-7) assure the validation of the proposed CFD model. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation has been carried out by using the ANSYS Fluent 14.0 code for a single cylinder direct 

injection diesel engine. The program simulates the 3D, transient, spray, and combustion processes of a 

diesel engine with different intake gas contents adopting different proportions of the oxygen, argon, and 

nitrogen under different engine loads. The cylinder geometric mesh is shown in Fig. 2. All the 

calculations have been performed by using Intel (R) Core (TM) i5  CPU 2.27 GHz, 6.00 GB RAM. The 

definition of the intake gas contents without added argon used in this study is:   =0.78% ,   =0.21 % , 

   =0.01 %, Figure 8 shows simulated pervious intake gas contents under different load conditions of 

(0, 1.66, 3.32, 4.98, 6.64,and  8.3  hp) which assure increasing inside cylinder pressure with increasing 

engine loads.  

 

 Fig 8 : Theoretical In-cylinder pressure of different load with 0 % CO2 recycled 

Figure 9 shows the simulation of the same intake gas contents with 5% CO2  recycled under different 

load conditions of (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and full load) which indicate decreasing of inside 

cylinder pressure due to CO2  recycled with different engine loads. The decreasing of inside cylinder 

pressure is directly proportions with engine load with the same percentage.  
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Fig 9 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure of different load with 5% CO2 recycled. 

Figures (10 -13)  shows the simulation of the same intake gas contents with (10%, 15 %, 20 % and 25 

%) of CO2  recycled under different load conditions of (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and full load) which 

indicate decreasing of inside cylinder pressure with increasing of  CO2  recycled with different engine 

loads until the combustion doesn't take place over carbon dioxide percentage of 25%. Due to this fact, 

we use argon as a replacement of  nitrogen N2 gas to overcome the deterioration of the engine pressure 

and  power. 
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Fig 10 : Theoretical In-cylinder pressure of 

 different load with 10% CO2 recycled 

 

Fig 11 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure of different 

 load with 15% CO2 recycled 
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Fig 12 : Theoretical In-cylinder pressure 

of different load with 20% CO2 recycled. 

 

Fig 13 : Theoretical In-cylinder pressure  

of different load with 25% CO2 recycled. 

The different intake contents mean that as the proportions of oxygen and carbon dioxide are fixed, the 

different proportions of nitrogen are replaced with argon (Ar) in the intake gas. The detailed definitions 

of the intake contents are listed in Table 1. The parameters in this study included argon fraction by 

mass of  (0, 0. 5 %, and 1%), engine speeds  1500  RPM, and engine load of (0 %, 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 

80 % and 100 %).  
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Table 1. The detailed definitions of the intake contents. 

N2 Ar CO2 O2  Intake contents by 

weight/full load 

0.7671 0 0.00383 0.2329 Normal air 

0.6992 0 0.0742 0.2266 5% CO2&0%Ar 

0.6930 0.006723 0.0741 0.2262 5% CO2 & 0.5% Ar 

0.6869 0.01342 0.07392 0.22566 5% CO2 &  1% Ar 

0.6348 0 0.1445 0.2207 10% CO2 & 0% Ar 

0.6290 0.0065 0.1442 0.2203 10% CO2 & 0.5% Ar 

0.6231 0.0131 0.1440 0.2198 10% CO2 & 1% Ar 

0.5737 0 0.2112 0.2150 15% CO2 &0% Ar 

0.5682 0.0064 0.2108 0.2146 15% CO2 &0.5% Ar 

0.5626 0.0127 0.2104 0.2142 15% CO2 &1% Ar 

0.5157 0 0.2746 0.2097 20% CO2 &0% Ar 

0.5104 0.0062 0.2741 0.2093 20% CO2 &0.5% Ar 

0.5051 0.0124 0.2736 0.2089 20% CO2 &1% Ar 

0.4605 0 0.3349 0.2046 25% CO2 &0% Ar 

0.4503 0.0121 0.3337 0.2038 25% CO2 &1% Ar 

0.4402 0.0241 0.3325 0.2031 25% CO2 &2% Ar 
 

Figure 14 represents the comparison of the simulated  (A) full load with 0 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar 

added in the intake content, (B) full load with 5 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar,(C) full load with 5 % CO2 

recycled & 0.5% Ar, And (D) full load with 5 % CO2 recycled & 1 % Ar. Which shows the maximum 

inside cylinder pressure (A), deterioration of inside cylinder pressure due to usage of CO2 recycled (B), 

how much the recovery can be achieved by using 0.5 % argon and almost the same recovery obtained 

by using 1 % argon as the maximum recovery can be achieved.  

 

Fig 14 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure  

of Full Load with different( CO2 & Argon ) 
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Figure 15 represents the comparison of the simulated  (A) full load with 0 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar 

added in the intake content, (B) full load with 10 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar,(C) full load with 10 % CO2 

recycled & 0.5% Ar, And (D) full load with 10 % CO2 recycled & 1 % Ar. Which shows the maximum 

inside cylinder pressure (A), deterioration of the maximum inside cylinder pressure due to usage of 

(10% CO2) recycled (B), how much the recovery can be achieved by using 0.5 % argon and the same 

recovery obtained by using 1 % argon as the maximum recovery can be obtained. The deterioration of 

engine power because of severe effect of using CO2 as a recycled gas, becase it’s a tri-atomic gas, with 

relatively low ratio of specific heat (gamma)  that decrese total intake mixture specific heat and therefor 

decreasing max P and T. But the gain of power achieved when replacing  CO2 with a mono atomic  

argon gas with its high specific heat (gamma) which improve the total intake mixture properties.  

 

Fig 15 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure 

of Full Load with different( CO2 & Argon ). 
 

Figures (16 -17) the same trend as before represents the comparison of the simulated  (A) full load with 

0 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar added in the intake content, (B) full load with (15 % , 20 %) CO2 recycled 

& 0% Ar, (C) full load with (15 %, 20 %) CO2 recycled & 0.5% Ar, And (D) full load with (15 %, 20 

%)  CO2 recycled & 1 % Ar. Both shows the maximum inside cylinder pressure (A), deterioration of 

the inside cylinder pressure due to usage of (15 %, 20 %) CO2 recycled (B), how much the recovery can 

be achieved by using 0.5 % argon and the same recovery obtained by using 1 % argon as the maximum 

recovery can be obtained. 
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Fig 16 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure  

of Full Load with different( CO2 & Argon ) 

  

Fig 17 :Theoretical In-cylinder pressure  

of Full Load with different( CO2 & Argon ) 

Figures (18) represent the comparison of the simulated  (A) full load with 0 % CO2 recycled & 0% Ar 

added in the intake content, (B) full load with 25%  CO2 recycled & 0% Ar, (C) full load with 25%  

CO2 recycled & 1% Ar, And (D) full load with 25%  CO2 recycled & 2 % Ar. Which shows the 

maximum inside cylinder pressure (A), excessive deterioration of the inside cylinder pressure due to 

usage of maximum percentage can be used of (25%) CO2 recycled (B),  the recovery can be achieved 

by using 1 % argon because 0.05 % of argon can't do recovery due to high percentage of carbon dioxide 
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used (C) and the maximum  recovery can be obtained by using 2 % argon (D). From all previous The 

results indicate that the intake gas with added argon has a better combustion effect, because the 

molecular weight of argon is bigger than that of nitrogen.  

 

Fig 18 : Theoretical In-cylinder pressure  

of Full Load with different( CO2 & Argon ) 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

After investigating  the phenomena of different intake gas contents of (CCDE), the main conclusions 

are listed  below: 

1. Good  agreement between the simulate and experimental results. 

2. This study is one of the pioneer research that uses ANSYS Fluent 14.0 code to discuss engine 

performance of CCDE  (the flow,  power, temperature, and pressure distributions in the engine 

cylinder). 

3. There is a certain limit of using CO2 as a recycled gas and as a replacement gas instead of N2, the limit 

found to be  25% by weight.  

4. The results shows that  0.5 % by weight of  Ar is sufficient to do the recovery needed to overcome the  

loosen inside cylinder pressure and power if we use a percentage from (0-20 %) of CO2 as a recycled 

gas but if CO2 exceeding this percentage we have to use 2% of Ar as replacement gas to do the 

required recovery       

5. If the concentration of argon is higher, the mean combustion temperature,  pressure is also higher, and 

then the pressure  in expansion process is higher. The results indicate that the intake gas with added 

argon has better combustion effect. 
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6. In CCDE we can take the  benefit of the showed results to use the smallest amount of scraper which 

used in removing CO2 from exhaust products and minimize the size of used CCDE system , we can use 

25% of CO2 as a recycled gas and 2% of Ar as replacement gas instead of N2 to best recover the engine 

pressure and power. 
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